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Abstract

Organic electrode materials have been considered as promising candidates for the next generation 
rechargeable battery systems due to their high theoretical capacity, versatility, and environmentally friendly 
nature. Among them, organosulfur compounds have been receiving more attention in conjunction with the 
development of lithium-sulfur batteries. Usually, organosulfide electrodes can deliver relatively high 
theoretical capacity based on reversible breakage and formation of disulfide (S-S) bonds. In this review, we 
provide an overview of organosulfur materials for rechargeable lithium batteries, including their molecular 
structural design, structure related electrochemical performance study as well as electrochemical 
performance optimization. In addition, recent progress of advanced characterization techniques for 
investigation of the structure and lithium storage mechanism of organosulfur electrodes are elaborated. To 
further understand the perspective application, additive effect of organosulfur compounds for lithium metal 
anodes, sulfur cathodes as well as high voltage inorganic cathode materials are reviewed with typical 
examples. Finally, some remaining challenges and perspective of the organosulfur compounds as lithium 
batteries components are also discussed. This review is intended to serve as a general guidance for 
researcher to facilitate the development of organosulfur compounds.

1.Introduction 

Lithium ion batteries (LIBs) using intercalation-type cathode materials such as LiFePO4 and LiCoO2, have 
a large market share of portable electronics, and electric vehicles due to their high energy density.1, 2 
However, searching for new generation of rechargeable lithium battery technologies with low cost and 
better safety characteristics using more environmental friendly and naturally abundant materials is getting 
more and more attention. In this aspect organic compounds have several advantages comparing with the 
inorganic electrode materials. First, organic compounds only have light elements such as C, H, O, N, and 
S, leading to low cost and high gravimetric energy density. Second, structural diversity, flexibility and 
processability are helpful in designing and synthesizing organic compounds with desired properties. Thirdly, 
organic compounds can provide multi lithiation sites leading to high energy density. Finally, some alkali 
metal ions with large ionic radius such as Na+ and K+ are difficult to intercalate into inorganic materials but 
can be utilized in various alkali-ion batteries3-7 using organic cathode materials. Organic electrode materials 
can be roughly grouped into several categories, including organosulfur compounds (organosulfide and 
thioether), conductive polymers, organic radicals, carbonyl compounds and azo compounds. The redox 
processes, advantages and disadvantages of  different organic electrode materials are summarized in table 
1. Among them, organosulfides, carbonyl compounds and azo compounds are n-type, in which the neutral 
state can only be reduced to the negatively charged state, while thioether is p-type organics, in which the 
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neutral state can only be oxidized to positively charged state (concept of n-type and p-type borrowed from 
semiconductor). Conductive polymers and organic radicals belong to the bipolar organics, in which the 
neutral state can be either reduced or oxidized within the different voltage ranges. 

Table 1. Redox mechanism, advantages, and disadvantages of different organic electrode materials.

Materials Redox Mechanism Advantages Disadvantages
Polysulfides R S S R' R S R'+SOrganosul

fur Thioethers R S R' R S R'

high capacity and 
wide operating 

temperature range

sluggish kinetics 
high solubility in 
the electrolyte

Conductive Polymer R( )nR( )n R( )n
x+ y-p type n type high conductivity low capacity

Nitroxyl Radicals N

O

R'R
N

O

R'R

+ N

O

R'R

p type n type

fast kinetics and flat 
plateau

high solubility, 
low capacity and 
low conductivity

Carbonyl Compounds C

O

R'R
C

O

R'R

fast kinetics and 
high capacity

low conductivity 
and high 

solubility in the 
electrolyte

Azo Compounds R N N R' R N N R'

fast kinetics and 
stable cyclic life 

high solubility 
and low 

conductivity

Typical examples of these six different organic electrode materials with their redox mechanisms and cyclic 
voltammograms can be found in Figure 1.8-13 Usually, compounds with p-type have higher redox potential 
than those with n-type. For example, conductive polymers, organic radicals and thioethers have redox 
potential above 3.5 V, while organosulfides, azo compounds and carbonyl compounds have relatively lower 
redox potential below 3.0 V. Capacity is one of the important factors determining the energy density of the 
electrodes. Based on the theoretical calculation, organosulfides generally show higher theoretical capacity 
due to the multi-electron reactions of S-S bonds, which is unique to organosulfides. Azo compounds and 
carbonyl compounds can also deliver relatively higher capacity than conductive polymers and organic 
radicals. The capacity of the conductive polymers is limited by the low doping level (usually 0.3-0.5), which 
is the main drawback of them. Conductivity and kinetics are important factors determining the rate 
performance and electrochemical polarization. Organosulfur suffers from the sluggish kinetics mostly 
because the cleavage and recombination of S-S or S=O bonds need a high activation energy. In contrast, 
organic radicals and conductive polymers show fast kinetics with low voltage polarization and excellent 
high rate performance. It can be clearly seen from Table 1, that the undesired solubility is one major problem 
for most of them, especially organosulfur, azo compounds and organic radicals. Generally, organic 
compounds and their lithiated ones with smaller molecules can hardly avoid dissolution in electrolytes, 
which is the main reason of capacity decay and poor cyclic life. In comparison, polymers are usually 
insoluble in the electrolytes and likely to achieve much more stable cycle life. As mentioned above, 
organosulfur electrodes can provide much higher capacity based on multi-electron redox. At the same time, 
their low cost, biodegradability, and low toxicity have attracted a lot of attention from researchers.14-16 More 
importantly, most of studies on organosulfur electrodes are in conjunction with the development of lithium-
sulfur (Li-S) battery, which is one of the most promising power device candidates because of its high 
theoretical energy density of 2600 Wh kg-1. However, the practical application of Li-S batteries is still 
impeded by several challenges such as low sulfur utilization as well as the shuttling of the dissolved high-
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order lithium polysulfides (Li2Sx, 4 ≤  x ≤  8).17, 18 Tremendous efforts have been made to suppress this. 
Demobilizing the sulfur by attaching it on the organic backbone has been proved to be an effective way for 
improving the overall performance of Li-S batteries.19 Molecularly designed organodisulfides and 
organopolysulfides not only deliver higher capacity but also show much more stable cyclic performance 
than elemental sulfur cathodes. For example, sulfurized polyacrylonitrile (SPAN) with a special conjugated 
structure shows “solid-solid” redox mechanism without polysulfide shuttling, which leads to high sulfur 
utilization and improved rate performances.20 Moreover, several studies indicated that liquid organosulfur 
compound such as dimethyl disulfides (DMDS) can be used as a co-solvent/additive for Li-S batteries to 
enable robust performance of sulfur cathode.21 Compared to other organic compounds such as conjugated 
carbonyl compounds and imide/azo compounds, the research on organosulfur electrodes is still in its early 
stages. Therefore, a review on the development of the organosulfur electrode materials is quite helpful. 

Figure 1. Cyclic voltammograms of (a)poly(2,5-dimercapto-1,3,4-thiadiazole) (PDMcT)/poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) composite electrode of 0.05 mV s-1. Reproduced with permission.8   
Copyright 2012, Wiley-VCH. (b)Li/ Polythiophene (PTH) cell at a scan rate of 10 mV s−1. Reproduced 
with permission.9 Copyright 2012, Elsevier. (c)The polyparaphenylene (PPP) polymer at n-dopable and p-
dopable potential regions. Reproduced with permission.10 Copyright 2013, Royal Society of Chemistry. (d) 
Poly (2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidinyloxy methacrylate) (PTMA) composite electrode at sweep rate of 10 
mV/s. Reproduced with permission.11 Copyright 2002, Elsevier. (e)anthraquinone (AQ) and 
poly(anthraquinonyl sulfide) (PAQS) at a scan rate of 0.1 mV s−1. Reproduced with permission.12 Copyright 
2009, Royal Society of Chemistry. (f)Azobenzene-4,4′-dicarboxylic acid lithium salt (ADALS) electrode 
at 0.1 mV s−1. Reproduced with permission.13 Copyright 2018, National Academy of Sciences.

In this paper, recent development on organosulfur electrode materials is reviewed including three major 
classes of organodisulfides, organosulfide polymers and thioethers. The development, structural 
characterization, and optimization of SPAN electrode are summarized separately since it has been 
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considered as a promising candidate for sulfur cathode. Meanwhile, strategies for optimization of 
electrochemical performances of organosulfur electrodes are also summarized with typical examples. 
Furthermore, the role of liquid organosulfur compounds in Li-S and Li metal anode (LMA) batteries and 
properties of organosulfur compounds as SEI/CEI film-forming additives are discussed. Finally, an outlook 
about the future development of organosulfur electrode materials and Li-S batteries is also presented. 

2. Overview of Organosulfur Electrode Materials

The concept of using organosulfur electrode materials for energy storage was first introduced in 1988 by 
Visco et al.22, 23 They systematically investigated the charge/discharge behavior and ionic conductivity of 
various organosulfur electrodes such as tetraethylthiuram disulfide (TETD) in sodium battery system. 
Although such organosulfur electrode showed poor cyclability and large polarization, the advantages of 
low cost, low toxicity, low corrosivity and low operating temperature make this type of compounds 
particularly promising for energy storage applications. Since then, more research works have been focusing 
on the development of novel organosulfur electrodes for lithium batteries. The electrochemical 
performances of recently developed organosulfur electrode materials categorized in orgaodisulfides, 
organosulfide polymers and thioethers are summarized in Table S1. Efforts for molecularly design, 
structural optimization as well as the electrochemical performance improvement are discussed in detail 
below. 

2.1 Organodisulfide cathode materials 

It is well-known that the organodisulfide electrodes has a reversible redox reaction at their disulfide bonds 
as below: (R is an organic moiety)

+ 2Li+ + 2e-RSSR 2R-SLi

In which the capacity is contributed by reversible cleavage and formation of S-S bond during discharge and 
charging processes. Earliest utilization of organodisulfide electrode in lithium battery was reported by 
Visco et al.,24  who studied the electrochemistry of Li/TETD battery using an organic solvent electrolyte. 
Their results showed that Li/TETD system provides a practical energy density of 82 Wh kg-1 at a current 
density of 16 mA cm-2, and a stable cyclic performance over 135 cycles was achieved with the depth of 
charge at 10%, which was not bad for the ambient temperature Li/RSSR cell. However, several critical 
issues, such as self-discharge, dissolution of active materials as well as instability of LMA needed to be 
resolved for this system. After that, more studies showed possible utilization of aromatic hydrocarbon 
contained disulfides as cathode materials for lithium batteries. Inamasu et al.25 investigated the lithium 
storage properties of phenyl disulfide (DPDS), dibenzo[c,e][1,2]dithiin (DBDT), naphtho[1,8-
cd][1,2]dithiol (NDT) and naphtho[1,8-cd:4,5-c’d’]bis[1,2] dithiol (NDBT) using polymer electrolyte. 
Among them, theoretical capacity of NDBT is calculated as 427.7 mAh g-1 based on four electron transfer 
per formula unit. However, the real capacity of these compounds was rate-dependent with rather poor 
reversibility. To improve the kinetics and reversibility of DPDS electrode, Bhargav et al.26 prepared a core 
sheath structured DPDS@ CNT free-standing composite electrode using a simple and scalable phase 
extraction technique. As shown in Fig. 2a, in the ether based liquid electrolyte, DPDS@CNT electrode 
delivered a high reversible capacity of 200 mAh g-1 and showed outstanding rate performance when cycled 
at different rates from C/20 to 3C. This result provides an effective way to increase active material 
utilization, improve the charge transfer and enhance the overall performance of organodisulfide cathodes. 
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Figure 2. (a) Cycle life of the DPDS@CNT cathode with ~5mg cm-2 loading cycled at 1C and the rate 
performance of the cathode at different rates demonstrating its fast lithium storage behavior. Reproduced 
with permission.26 Copyright 2017, Royal Society of Chemistry.  (b) Molecule structures and (c) cyclic 
performances of diphenyl disulfide and dipyridyl disulfides at C/2 rate; (d) The charge/discharge profiles 
of these cells in the 100th cycle. Reproduced with permission.27 Copyright 2019, Royal Society of Chemistry. 

More recently, Fu’s group27 further modified the molecular structure of DPDS to investigate the effect of 
N-containing heterocycles on the electrochemical behavior of organosulfides. In their study, the 
relationship between molecular structure and electrochemical performances for a series of dipyridyl 
disulfides (Fig. 2b) with similar capacity was investigated in comparison with DPDS. It can be seen from 
Fig. 2 c-d that although these disulfides have similar molecular structure, charge/discharge behaviors and 
cyclic performances are completely different. Among them, DPDS has the lowest working voltage with a 
large polarization and rapid capacity degradation. In contrast, DpyDSDO has the highest charge/discharge 
voltages with a slightly increased reversible capacity. However, the cyclic stability of DpyDSDO was still 
not satisfied. 2,2’-DPyDS, with N atoms on the ortho positions of pyridyl ring showed flat voltage plateau 
with highest reversible capacity and most stable cyclic performances as well as high coulombic efficiency. 
These results indicated that when the phenyl group is replaced by the pyridyl ring, the working voltage, 
energy efficiency as well as the cyclic stability of organodisulfides can all be increased. Moreover, their 
theoretical calculation clearly demonstrated that the outstanding cyclic stability of 2,2’-DPyDS can be 
attributed to the formation of tight cluster through N-Li-S bridges coordinated by lithium ions, which 
prevented the dissolution of discharge products. It is well accepted that the conjugated structure facilitates 
the electron transportation process during the electrochemical reaction and further improves the kinetics of 
the organosulfides.28 Therefore, organic molecules with disulfide bonds and conjugated backbone has 
become an emerging topic. Xue et. al.29 attempted to stabilize four disulfide bonds to a large conjugated 
system. They synthesized anthra[1’,9’,8’-b,c,d,e] [4’,10’,5’-b’,c’,d’,e’]bis-[1,6,6a(6a-SIV)trithia]pentalene 
(ABTH) as a cathode for lithium battery, in which disulfide bonds are connected to three conjugated 
benzene rings with theoretical capacity of over 400 mAh g-1 based on 6-electron redox reaction. However, 
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this conjugated disulfide electrode only delivered an initial capacity of 125 mAh g-1 at 10 mA g-1
 current 

rate using carbonate-based electrolyte and after 7 cycles, the capacity decreased to ~100 mAh g-1 which 
was only 25% of the theoretical capacity. This result demonstrated one critical issue of organodisulfide 
electrode: the dissolution of the monomer and/or discharge products into the electrolyte, which is the main 
reason of the capacity decay. To improve the charge-discharge stability and increase the electronic 
conductivity of ABTH, the homopolymer of ABTH was synthesized by oxidative coupling reaction. As 
expected, polymerized PABTH showed improved conductivity of 10-2 S cm-1

 and delivered much higher 
reversible capacity of 300 mAh g-1. Later, to systematically investigate the capacity degradation mechanism 
of PABTH, Li et al.30 compared the cyclic stability of PABTH electrodes in ether and carbonate-based 
electrolytes. As shown in Fig. 3a-b, PABTH electrode in lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)(LiTFSI)-
dioxolane(DXL)-dimethoxyethane(DME) electrolyte showed higher reversible capacity with better cyclic 
stability than that of in the LiClO4-ethylene carbonate (EC)-dimethyl carbonate (DMC) electrolyte, 
demonstrated that the electrochemistry of organodisulfides strongly relates to the electrolyte and the ether 
based electrolyte may suppress dissolution of the organodisulfides. 

Figure 3. Cycling life of PABTH cycled at 20 mA g-1 in (a) 1 M LiClO4-EC/DMC (1:1 by volume) and (b) 
1M LiTFSI-DXL/DME (2:1 by weight) electrolytes. Reproduced with permission.30 Copyright 2007, 
Elsevier.

Many studies showed that polymerization of the organodisulfides can effectively inhibits the loss of sulfur 
species into the electrolyte during cycling. Two types of organodisulfide polymers, main-chain type and 
side-chain type, have been investigated. In the former one, disulfide bonds are located in the main polymer 
chain and cleavage/regeneration takes place in the main polymer chain during discharge/charge, while in 
the latter one the disulfides are attached to the side chain of the polymer backbone. It is easy to understand 
that main-chain type disulfide polymer reduces to thiolate ions during discharge process and they are 
soluble in most of organic liquid electrolytes. At the same time, the inner polymer disulfide bond does not 
offer high rejoining efficiency due to their sluggish kinetics, leading to low coulombic efficiency and severe 
capacity degradation. A representative example is 2,5-dimercapto-1,3,4-thiadiazole (DMcT)-one of the 
widely investigated organodisulfide electrode with a high theoretical capacity of 362 mAh g-1.31-33 As shown 
in Fig. 4a, poly (2,5-dimercapto-1,3,4-thiadiazole) (PDMcT) can be depolymerized to lithiated-DMcT 
monomer during the discharge process. However, such a lithiated product is soluble in the organic 
electrolyte and repolymerization of DMcT to PDMcT has very poor kinetics. Doeff et al.34 prepared thin 
film lithium polymer electrolyte to study the electrochemical behavior of PDMcT at 90-100 ℃ and provided 
an experimental evidence for the feasibility of using PDMcT as cathode material for lithium battery. Their 
result showed that PMDcT cathode can be discharged at a high rate of C/2 with 80% of active material 
utilization. Since then, efforts have been made to improve the cyclic stability of PDMcT in liquid electrolyte 
at room temperature. Reports on coating PMDcT by conductive polyaniline (PAn) or polypyrrole (PPy) 
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further promoted the development of PMDcT cathode material.35-37 Oyama et al.35 prepared PAn coated 
PMDcT by molecular-level mixing and successfully improved the active material utilization with about 80% 
utilization of active material and capacity retention of 80% after 100 cycles. To improve the conductivity 
of PMDcT, Li et al.36  prepared a conductive PMDcT/PPy composite thin film via surfactant template 
technique and investigated the electrochemical properties of them. Although conductivity of PDMcT was 
increased from 5.9*10-13 S cm-1 to 2.91*10-3 S cm-1 with PPy coating, dissolution of DMcT into the 
electrolyte was not suppressed. Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) coating have also showed the 
ability to accelerate the redox reaction of PMDcT electrode.8, 38, 39 

Figure 4. (a) Comparison of cycle performance of PDMcT/PEDOT composite between LiPF6 (1.0 M) in 
EC/DEC (1:1 by volume) and LiPF6 (1.0 M) in TEGDME. Inset shows redox process of PDMcT. 
Reproduced with permission.8 Copyright 2012, Wiley-VCH. (b) Variation in capacity of 6,6’-
Dithiodinicotinic acid and polyamide estimated from the cathodic peak area of cv with cycling number. 
Reproduced with permission.41 Copyright 1996, Elsevier. (c) The second cycle of discharging curve for: 
DTTA and PDTTA in 1.0M LiClO4-EC/DMC (1:1, v/v) at a current density of 30 mA g-1. Reproduced with 
permission.43 Copyright 2006, Elsevier. (d) Cycling performance of poly(C6S6) at current rate of C/10 
cycled within 1.0-3.0V. Reproduced with permission.45 Copyright 2017, Wiley-VCH.

In the study reported by Gao et al.8, PMDcT/PEDOT composite electrode showed an initial capacity of 210 
mAh g-1 in the ether-based electrolyte and the capacity still remained around 120 mAh g-1 after 20 cycles 
(Fig. 4a). These examples demonstrated that, when coated or composited with other organic compounds 
such as conductive polymers, the overall performance of organodisulfides can be significantly improved. 
Nitrogen in the aniline or pyridine can improve the ion conductivity of polymer electrodes.  Polyamides 
containing organodisulfides polymers were first investigated by Tsutsumi et al.40, 41 They reported the 
synthesis process and electrochemical properties of the polyamides that have alkyl chain backbone and 
disulfide bond41  and further optimized the structure by introducing the aromatic polyamides in the main 
chain. They suggested that the amide group can decrease the solubility of dithiol formed during discharge 
process. As a result, when using the LiClO4/acetonitrile (AN) electrolyte, the compound shown in Fig. 4b 
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delivered an initial capacity of 93 mAh g-1, which is 67% of the theoretical capacity. Although, the kinetics 
was improved by introducing various conductive polymer backbone, the cyclic stability was not improved 
as expected. Scientists therefore turned their attention to the polymers with disulfide bond on the side chain 
of polymer. In comparison, side chain organodisulfide polymers can effectively maintain the backbone 
structure even after disulfide bond is broken, resulting in long cycle life and high coulombic efficiency. 
Sulfurized polyacrylonitrile (SPAN) cathode is the most successful example of side-chain type disulfide 
compounds. Its electrochemical optimization and structural modification will be discussed later. Poly-2,2'-
Dithiodianiline (PDTDA) is another well-known organodisulfide polymer electrode, which is a conducting 
polymer with disulfide bond.42 An electroactive thin film was formed by electrochemically polymerization 
of DTDA. The novel poly (DTDA) showed enhanced redox reactions with a high capacity of 270 mAh g-1 
due to an intramolecular electrocatalytic effect of aniline/anilinium and thiol/thiolate redox couples. 
Benzene-based polyorganodisulfide derivatives usually have high disulfide content connected with 
polyphenyl with higher theoretical capacity over 400 mAh g-1, which can enhance the redox of the S-S 
bond. The most promising advantage is that the intramolecular cleavage/recombination of disulfide bond 
resulted in the higher recombination probability of S-S bond than the intermolecular one. At the same time, 
conjugated structure of the polymer backbone is beneficial for electron transfer. As an example, Deng et 
al.43 designed and synthesized a novel benzene-based polydisulfide, poly(5,8-dihydro-1H,4H-2,3,6,7-
tetrathia-anthracene) (PDTTA) as a cathode material for lithium battery. As shown in Fig. 4c, PDTTA has 
two six-membered cycles and two S-S bonds, which provides a high theoretical capacity of 471 mAh g-1. 
PDTTA cathode delivered an initial discharge capacity of 422 mAh g-1 with three discharge plateaus at 3.1, 
2.6 and 1.9 V in the carbonate-based electrolyte. Compared to the poor performance of DTTA monomer 
with 257 mAh g-1 capacity for the initial cycles and 29 mAh g-1 after 44 cycles, the side-chain 
organodisulfide polymer PDTTA did improve the cyclic stability (170 mAh g-1 after 44 cycles). 
Tetrathionaphthalene (TTN), a naphthalene derivative with two S-S bonds, possesses 4-electron transfer 
process during electrochemically redox. However, when disulfide bonds are cleaved, four thiolate groups 
formed, these are highly soluble in the electrolyte, resulted in poor reversibility. Sarukawa et al.44 employed 
thioether linkages between TTN molecules and synthesized sulfur-linked TTN polymer (poly(S-TTN)). 
Thioether in this polymer not only links TTN polymer to prevent their dissolution, but also provides extra 
capacity when appropriated voltage range is applied. Results showed a stable cyclic performance over 180 
cycles between 3.2-4.4 V, but irreversible reaction occurred when cycled over 4.5 V. The irreversible 
process over 4.5 V was attributed to the oxidation of linkage sites, leading severe capacity degradation. 
Electrochemical performance of other side chain organodisulfide polymers is summarized in Table 1, 
showing that side chain organodisulfide polymers have much improved cyclic stability and kinetics 
compared to the main-chain type ones. More recently, a cross-linked polydisulfide with phenyl rings was 
studied as a highly stable cathode material for lithium battery by Preefer et al.45 In which, each C6S6 
monomer contained 50 mol% of S and 50 mol% of C, this value is close to the S content in the carbon-
sulfur composite electrodes previously studied. Theoretical capacity of poly (C6S6) is 609 mAh g-1 based 
on 6 electron-transfer per monomer, which is the highest value among the polydisulfide electrodes reported 
but not all disulfide bonds were utilized in reality. However, thanks to the stable cross-linked structure, 
poly(C6S6) electrode showed very stable cyclic performance over 200 cycles with 98% capacity retention 
in ether-based electrolyte as shown in Fig. 4d. Combining the advantages of different organic groups also 
provided an effective strategy to improve the kinetics and cyclability of organodisulfide materials. Shadike 
in Yang’s group46designed and synthesized a novel organodisulfide compound, 2,3,4,6,8,9,10,12- Octathia 
biscyclopenta [b,c]-5,11-anthraquinone-1,7-dithione (TPQD), and systematically investigated its 
electrochemical properties and charge storage mechanism. A benzoquinone coordinated with dithiolane 
through 1,4-dithianes not only provides extra capacity, but also facilitatesbetter kinetics of disulfide bone 
due to its π-conjugation. TPQD electrode delivered capacity of 251.7 mAh g-1 with a high coulombic 
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efficiency of 91.7% at the initial cycle and relatively stable cyclic performance at the current rate of C/10. 
More impressive performances were achieved at high rate of 5C, a reversible capacity of 130 mAh g−1 was 
retained for 200 cycles with a slow capacity decay rate of 0.07% per cycle. 

Although organodisulfide compounds have high theoretical capacity, the practical capacity is still not 
satisfactory. Further development of organosulfur cathode needs to consider the active sulfur content in the 
molecule. Usually, the sulfur content in organosulfur compounds can be increased by manipulating the 
disulfide unit, such as organotrisulfide (RSSSR) and organotetrasulfide (RSSSSR) compounds with two or 
three S-S. Organosulfur compounds based on multiple S-S bonds are first introduced by Naoi et al.47 to 
increase the energy density. The energy density of organosulfide electrode materials increases with the 
number of the S-S bond in the structure, as exemplified by poly DMcT-disulfide, poly DMcT-trisulfide and 
poly DMcT-tetrasulfide electrodes. As the number of S-S bond increased, the discharge capacity increased 
from 150 mAh g-1 for disulfide polymer to 280 mAh g-1 for the tetrasulfide polymer. However, cyclic 
performances were not investigated for these polymers. 

In recent years, various organotrisulfide and tetrasulfide compounds were designed and synthesized by Fu’s 
group and successfully utilized as cathode material for lithium batteries. Liquid dimethyl trisulfide (DMTS, 
CH3SSSCH3), has a theoretical capacity of 849 mAh g-1 with four electro redox reaction, can form catholyte 
with electrolyte. Fu’s group48 used binder-free multi-walled carbon nanotube (MWCNT) paper as current 
collector for absorbing DMTS and charged/discharged products. One Li2S and two lithium thiomethoxides 
(LiSCH3) formed during lithiation process as shown in Fig. 5a with capacity of 720 mAh g-1, which is about 
80% of the theoretical capacity. After 50 cycles, DMTS electrode still showed a discharge capacity of 590 
mAh g-1, corresponding to 82% of the initial capacity. They investigated the capacity degradation 
mechanism by various characterization methods and found that surface of LMA is passivated by sulfur 
containing species, indicating the polysulfide shuttling occurs in DMTS cathode. Later, they also reported 
the electrochemical performance of diphenyl trisulfide (DPTS), in which electron withdrawing group in 
phenyl is expected to enable higher working potential than DMTS.49 As presumed, two cathodic peaks at 
2.2 and 2.0V were observed from the discharge plateau of DPTS and most of capacity was obtained from 
higher voltage region, which was higher than the voltage of DMTS. Although the reversible capacity of 
DPTS (398 mAh g-1) was lower than that of DMTS due to the higher molecular weight of phenyl, DPTS 
exhibited better cyclic stability and rate performance due to its stable backbone and low volatility of phenyl 
group (Fig. 5b). It is worth to mention that a higher energy density of 158 Wh L-1, was achieved when the 
loading amount of DPTS increased to 7.7 mg cm-2, which is even higher than most of flow batteries. To 
further increase the energy density, Guo et al.50 comprehensively studied a series of phenyl tetrasulfides 
(PTS) as cathode, possessing 6 electron redox reaction, for lithium batteries. The physical and 
electrochemical properties of PTS were tuned by attaching different functional groups, such as electron-
donating group OCH3 and electron-withdrawn group CF3. Interestingly, p-trifluoromethylphenyl 
tetrasulfide (CF3PTS) and p-methoxyphenyl tetrasulfide (CH3OPTS) showed completely different 
electrochemical performances although both have similar charge discharge curves. The working potential 
was in the order of CH3OPTS<PTS< CF3PTS, which is consistent with the electron accepting ability of 
OCH3, H and CF3 groups. While, the specific capacity was in the order of CF3PTS < CH3OPTS < PTS due 
to the larger molecule weight of CF3 and CH3O groups. As shown in Fig. 5c, the best cyclic stability was 
obtained for CH3OPTS with capacity retention of 81% after 100 cycles compared to PTS (74%) and 
CF3PTS (43%). Moreover, CH3OPTS also showed lowest overpotential among these three tetrasulfides. In 
addition to introducing different functional groups, Se doping is also an effective approach to improve the 
cyclic stability and rate performance of DPTS electrode. Lithium storage performance and mechanism of 
DPTS-Se organic-inorganic hybrid material were reported by Zhao et al.51 The initial discharge capacity of 
such a hybrid cathode was about 96.5 % of the theoretical value and capacity retention was much improved 
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comparing with DPTS electrode. Spectroscopic characterization and molecular dynamic analysis results 
demonstrated formation of dynamic S-Se covalent bonds upon charging, which reduces the formation of 
soluble lithium polyselenides and lithium polysulfides. These results provided valuable insights and 
guidance to optimize the electrochemical properties by tuning the molecule structure of organosulfides. 
Based on their theoretical calculation and characterization results, reduction process of phenyl tetrasulfide 
electrode can be summarized as schematics shown in Fig. 5d. 

Figure 5. (a) Cyclic performance of DMTS electrode at a current rate of C/10 and its electrochemical 
mechanism. Reproduced with permission.48 Copyright 2016, Wiley-VCH. (b) Molecular structure of DPTS 
and its cyclic performances with different cathode loading amount at current rate of C/10. Reproduced with 
permission.49 Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society. (c) Cyclic performances of three different 
diphenyl tetrasulfides: PTS, CH3OPTS and CF3PTS with 0.5 M catholytes at C/10. (d) Typical cyclic 
voltammetry (CV) curve of PTS and schematics of reduction reaction process. Reproduced with 
permission.50 Copyright 2017, Wiley-VCH.
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Table 2. Molecular structure and electrochemical performances of organosulfur electrode materials.

Materials Theoretical 
Capacity
 (mAh g-1)

Specific Capacity 
(mAh g-1)/ Current 
density (mA g-1) or 

C rate

Capacity 
retention 

(mAh g-1)/cycle 
number/ 
current 

density (mA g-

1)

References
Notes

S S
N(Et)2(Et)2N

SS

Tetraethyl thiuram disulfide 
(TETD)

181 mAh g-1 82 Wh kg-1 /16 mA 
cm-2

(1.7-3.7V)

N/A 24

Liquid electrolyte

S
S

Diphenyl disulfide (DPDS)

245 mAh g-1 ~15/40 mA g-1

(1.5-3.7 V)
N/A

S S

S S
Naptho[1,8-cd:4,5-c’d’]bis[1,2] 

dithiol (NBDT)

425 mAh g-1 350/20 mA g-1

424/8 mA g-1

(1.5-3.7 V)

N/A

25

Polymer electrolyte

Diphenyl disulfide (DPDS)@ 
(Carbon nanotube)CNT

245 mAh g-1 218/245 mA g-1

(1.8-2.8 V)
153/150/245 

mA g-1

26

LiTFSI-DME/DOL (1:1v/v) + 
0.2 M LiNO3

S
S

DPDS

245 mAh g-1 193/0.5C
(2.0-3.0 V)

104/100/0.5C

N S
S N

2,2’-dipyridyl disulfide (2,2’-
DpyDS)

243 mAh g-1 237/0.5C
(2.0-3.0 V)

163.5/500/0.5C

N

S
S

N

4,4’-dipyridyl disulfide (4,4’-
DpyDS)

243 mAh g-1 208/0.5C
(2.0-3.0 V)

118.5/100/0.5C

N S
S N

O

O

2,2’-dipyridyl disulfide-N,N’-
dioxide (DpyDSDO)

212 mAh g-1 160/0.5C
(2.0-3.4 V)

131/200/0.5C

27

LiTFSI-DME/DOL (1:1v/v) + 
0.2 M LiNO3

>400mAh g-1 125/10 mA g-1

(1.8-4.5 V)
~100/7/10 mA 

g-1

29

LiClO4-EC/DMC (1/1)
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S

S S S

SS

Anthra[1’,9’,8’-b,c,d,e] [4’,10’,5’-
b’,c’,d’,e’]bis-[1,6,6a(6a-

SIV)trithia]pentalene (ABTH)

290/20 mA g-1

(1.7-2.7 V)
190/11/20 mA 

g-1

30

LiTFSI-DXL/DME (2:1, wt%)

270/10 mA g-1

(1.5-4.6 V)
~235/7/10 mA 

g-1

29

LiClO4-EC/DMC (1/1)
S

S S S

SS

n

Polyanthra[1’,9’,8’-b,c,d,e] 
[4’,10’,5’-b’,c’,d’,e’]bis-

[1,6,6a(6a-SIV)trithia]pentalene 
(PATBH)

>400mAh g-1

290/20 mA g-1

(1.7-3.3 V)
250/10/20 mA 

g-1

30

LiTFSI-DXL/DME (2:1, wt%)

205/0.1C
(2.0-3.7 V)

50/10/0.1C 38

LiBF4-EC/DEC (1:3v/v)

130/20 mA g-1

(2.0-3.7 V)
40/3/20 mA g-1 8

LiPF6-EC/DEC (1:1v/v)

NN

S S
S

n

Poly(2,5-dimercapto-1,3,4-
thiadiazole (PDMcT)

362 mAh g-1

210/20 mA g-1

(2.0-3.7 V)
120/20/20 mA 

g-1

8

LiPF6-TEGDME

N

S
S N

H
N

O

O

H
N

6 n

138 mAh g-1 93/NA 45/10/NA 41

0.1M LiClO4-AN

S

S

n

S

S

Poly(5,8-
dihydro-1H,4H-2,3,6,7-tetrathia-

anthracene) (PDTTA) 

471 mAh g-1 422/30 mA g-1

(1.1-4.4 V)
170/44/30 mA 

g-1

43

1.0M LiClO4-EC/DMC (1:1 v/v)

S

S S

S

O

O

S
S

S
S

S

S

2,3,4,6,8,9,10,12-Octathia
biscyclopenta[b,c]-5,11-

anthraquinone-1,7-dithione 
(TPQD)

324 mAh g-1

251.7/32.4 mA g-1

212/642 mA g-1

(1.4-3.5V)

152/100/642 
mA g-1

120/200/1605 
mA g-1

46

1.0M LiTFSI-DOL/DME (1:1 
v/v)

S

S

S S

S

S

S SS

LiS

S S

S S

S S

S

S

C6(SLi)6

609 mAh g-1 125/61 mA g-1

(1.0-3.0V)
150/200/61 mA 

g-1

45

1.0M LiTFSI-DOL/DME (1:1 
v/v)

NN

S
H3C

S

NN

S
CH3

2

poly DMcT-disulfide

205 mAh g-1

(2 e-)
150/0.1 mA cm-2

(2.0-2.8V)
N/A 47

Polyacrylonitrile film 
containing LiCF3SO3-EC/PC 

(1:1)
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NN

S
H3C

S

NN

S
CH3

3

poly DMcT-trisulfide

362 mAh g-1

(4 e-)
245/0.1 mA cm-2

(2.0-2.8V)
N/A

NN

S
H3C

S

NN

S
CH3

4

poly DMcT-tetrasulfide

493 mAh g-1

(6 e-)
280/0.1 mA cm-2

(2.0-2.8V)
N/A

S
S

S

Dimethyl trisulfide (DMTS) on 
MWCNT

849 mAh g-1 720/84 mA g-1

(1.7-2.7V)
590/50/84 mA 

g-1

48

1M LiTFSI-DME/DOL (1:1v/v) 
+ 0.1 M LiNO3

S
S

S

Nominal diphenyl trisulfide 
(DPTS)

428 mAh g-1 398/428 mA g-1

330/214 mA g-1

(1.8-2.7 V)

260/100/214 
mA g-1

49

LiTFSI-DME/DOL (1:1v/v) + 
0.1 M LiNO3

S
S

S
S

H

H

Phenyl tetrasulfide (PTS)

569.3 mAh g-1 486/57 mA g-1

(1.8-3.0 V)
360/100/57 mA 

g-1

S
S

S
S

H3CO

OCH3

P-methoxyphenyl tetrasulfide 
(CH3OPTS) 

469.5 mAh g-1 324/47 mA g-1

(1.8-3.0 V)
262/100/47 mA 

g-1

S
S

S
S

F3C

CF3

P-trifluoromethylphenyl 
tetrasulfide (CF3PTS)

384.3 mAh g-1 272/38 mA g-1

(1.8-3.0 V)
117/100/38 mA 

g-1

50

1M LiTFSI-DME/DOL (1:1v/v) 
+ 0.2 M LiNO3

S S
SS n

1,2-bis(thiophen-3-
ylmethyl)disulfane

209 mAh g-1

(2 e-)
50/50 mA g-1

(1.0-4.0 V)
230/20/50 mA 

g-1

52

1M LiPF6-Ethyl Cellulose/DEC
(1:2, wt%)

SS
C C

H
N

H2
C

H
N

O O

n
8

PDTA

169 mAh g-1 113.3/5 mA g-1

(1.3-4.0 V)
~48/15/5 mA g-

1

SS
C C

H
N

H2
C

H
N

O O

n
8

GTA

185 mAh g-1 134.7/5 mA g-1

(1.3-4.0 V)
~37/15/5 mA g-

1

53

1M LiClO4-PC/DME (1:1, v/v)

NH NH

n

S S

330 mAh g-1 270/0.1 mA cm-2

(2.0-4.0 V)
N/A 42

LiClO4/EC-PC 
(1 :1)/polyacrlonitrile-based gel 

electrolyte
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Poly(2,2′‐dithiodianiline) 
(PDTDA)

S S
OO

NH NH

n

Poly[bis(2-
aminophenyloxy)disulfide] 

(PAPOD)

261 mAh g-1 230/0.1 mA cm-2

(1.0-3.7 V)
60/7/0.1 mA 

cm-2
 54

1 M LiClO4/PC-EC (1:1, v/v)

N
H

SS

n

Ploy(4,6-dihydro-1H-
[1,2]dithiino[4,5-c]pyrrole) 

(PolyMPY)

398 mAh g-1 398/7.88 mA g-1

(2.0-4.0 V)
30/30/7.88 mA 

g-1

55

1M LiClO4-PC

N
N

SS

N
H n

Poly(p-phenylene thiuret) (PPT)

259 mAh g-1 259/ 0.07 mA cm-2

(1.75-4.5 V)
Charge: 

210/4/0.07 mA 
cm-2

Discharge: 
259/5/0.07 mA 

cm-2

56

1 M LiClO4/EC-DEC

SS

n

H
N

poly(α, α’-dithio-3-amino-o-
xylene) (PDTAn)

370 mAh g-1 225/10 mA g-1

(1.5-4.7 V)
N/A 57

1 M LiClO4/EC-DMC (1:1,v/v)

N

SS

n

poly(1,4-phenylene-1,2,4-
dithiazol-3’,5’-yl) (PPDTA)

452 mAh g-1 420/0.1 mA cm-2

(cutoff: 1.75V)
N/A 58

1 M LiCIO4/EC-DEC

NNN

S S

n

327 mAh g-1 520/0.2 mA cm-2

(1.0-3.0 V)
480/240/0.2 

mA cm-2

59

1 M LiPF6-EC/DMC (1:1, v/v)

N

SS

N N

SS
HN

N C Sn

Polythiocyanogen (SCN)x

462 mAh g-1 Discharge: 250/0.2C
Charge: 229/0.2C

(0-2.0 V)

Discharge: 
208/20/0.2C

Charge: 
201/20/0.2C

60

1.0 M LiPF6 in EC-DMC (1:1, 
wt%)

S

H
N

S Sx

S

S

n

Polyaniline polysulfide (SPAn)

1067 mAh g-1 980/0.1 mA cm-2 403/20/0.1
mA cm-2

61

1M LiCF3SO3/DOL-DME (1:1, 
v/v)

2.2 Sulfurized polyacrylonitrile (SPAN) electrode materials
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SPAN was firstly reported by Wang et al. in 2002. They prepared SPAN with sulfur content of 53.4% 
simply by heating a mixture of PAN powder and sulfur at 280-300 ℃ under argon gas protection.62-64 As a 
cathode material, SPAN delivered a capacity about 860 mAh g-1 in the initial cycle and 600 mAh g-1 after 
50 cycles. Such a higher reversible capacity with high sulfur utilization and relatively stable cyclic 
performance of SPAN compared to elemental sulfur made it a promising candidate for Li-S batteries. They 
proposed that -CN group cyclized at melt state of sulfur (at 300℃), resulting in a stable π-conjugated co-
plane heterocyclic compound and sulfur remains in elemental state without any C-S bond formation. 
However, only limited information about the structure of the as-prepared SPAN and its charge storage 
mechanism were provided in these studies. Afterward, Yu et al.59, 65 provided a different structural 
information through comprehensively characterization of the chemical and physical properties of SPANs 
prepared at different temperatures. They suggested that cleavage of S8 ring and formation of sulfur-free 
radicals occur at relatively high temperature. At the same time, other reactions between sulfur and carbon 
in PAN may also take place. The most important finding of their study is about the C-S and S-S bonding 
which is confirmed by Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR), Raman spectroscopy and X-ray 
Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS). Their results showed that SPAN synthesized at relatively lower 
temperature of 250 ℃ only contains elemental sulfur or poly(sulfur). However, elemental sulfur is absent 
in the samples synthesized at higher temperatures of 300, 450 and 800 ℃. Moreover, the major structural 
order of SPANs synthesized above 300 ℃ showed a graphite-like π-stacking of the hexahydric-ring layer. 
SPAN electrodes synthesized at different temperatures also have completely different electrochemical 
properties. Among them, SPAN synthesized below 250 ℃ was not electrochemically active due to the 
incomplete reaction between S and PAN. On the other hand, SPANs prepared at 300, 450, 800 ℃ delivered 
the initial capacities about 550, 500 and 100 mAh g-1, respectively as shown in Fig. 6a. SPAN synthesized 
at 450 ℃ showed the best cycle stability with capacity retention of 92% after 240 cycles. In contrast, severe 
capacity degradation was observed for that prepared at 300 ℃. Excellent cyclic stability of SPAN 
synthesized at 450 ℃ was attributed to the good electrical conductivity provided by the π-conjugated 
structure (Fig. 6a) and the stable back bone structure. Another different molecular structure of SPAN was 
elucidated by Fanous et al. They investigated the structure of SPAN using time‐of‐flight secondary ion 
mass spectrometry (TOF‐SIMS), XPS and FT-IR.66 By combining different characterization methods, it 
was suggested that all sulfur atoms in this SPAN are bonded to the polymer backbone, which is consistent 
with the conclusion of Yu59. Sulfur in this SPAN also exists in the form of disulfide, trisulfide and 
polysulfides, 2- pyridylthiolates as well as thioamide structure as shown in Fig. 6b. Electrochemical 
performance of SPAN was investigated in ether and carbonate-based electrolytes to understand the role of 
different electrolytes when oligo(sulfur)s are in the structure. Results in Fig. 6c show that SPAN cycled in 
ether-based electrolyte has a rapid capacity drop due to the polysulfide shuttle effect. In contrast, stable 
cyclic performance with little capacity decay was observed in carbonate-based electrolyte containing either 
LiPF6 or LiTFSI.

More recently, a new take on the structure and the redox mechanism of SPAN was proposed by Wang et 
al. using nuclear magnetic resonances (NMR), electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), and theoretical 
calculation.20 They proposed that during the charge-discharge process, a conjugative structure can react 
with lithium ions and form an ion-coordination bond reversibly, which is shown in Fig. 6d. These 
conclusions, which are different from those reported before, was further confirmed by the superior cyclic 
stability of SPAN over 2000 cycles with capacity retention of 98.7% in carbonate-based electrolyte, 
indicating the absence of polysulfide shuttling during the charge-discharge process. They confirmed that 
the lithiation of SPAN follows the pathway I shown in Fig. 6d, due to the lowest potential energy. In which, 
thiyl radicals was generated after cleavage of S-S bond in the first cycle, and then conjugated structure 
formed through electron delocalization of thiyl radical on pyridine backbone. During the charge process, 
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ionic SPAN converted to radical SPAN rather than returning to the initial molecule, causing different 
discharge behaviors observed in the first and second cycles.

Figure 6. (a) Cyclic performance of SPAN cathodes synthesized at different temperatures; Synthesis 
process and structure of SPAN (450 ℃) is shown in inset. Reproduced with permission.59 Copyright 2004, 
Elsevier. (b) Proposed structure of SPAN, containing all relevant functional groups (0 < x < 6; y = 1,2) and 
(c) its cyclic performance in different electrolytes. Reproduced with permission.66 Copyright 2011, 
American Chemical Society. (d)  Schematic illustration of the reaction pathway for SPAN to store lithium. 
Reproduced with permission.20 Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society. (e) Cycling performance of 
SPAN cathode with deficient lithium anode at current density of 100 mA g-1 in different electrolytes. 
Reproduced with permission.67 Copyright 2019, Elsevier.

Moreover, formation/deformation of an ion-coordination bond between Li+ and negative location around 
S/N atoms in SPAN was found to be very fast and reversible, enabling SPAN to deliver the best rate 
capability and cyclic stability among those reported before. Most of studies mentioned above used 
carbonate-based electrolyte for electrochemical measurements. However, it is well known that LMA in 
carbonate-based electrolyte suffers from low coulombic efficiency due to the unstable solid-electrolyte 
interphase (SEI) formation and dendrite growth. In contrast, LMA in ether-based electrolyte shows higher 
coulombic efficiency and more uniform lithium deposition. Therefore, Liu’s group reported their improved 
cyclic performance of SPAN cathode using concentrated ether-based electrolyte with LiTFSI and LiNO3 
as co-salts.67 SPAN electrode in concentrated electrolyte (4M LiTFSI-DOL-DME) with 0.5 M LiNO3 
showed best cyclic stability and highest coulombic efficiency compared to that in dilute electrolyte (1M 
LiTFSI-DOL-DME) without LiNO3. When deficient LMA was used, SPAN electrode cycled in dilute 
electrolyte showed rapid capacity drop just within 40 cycles with very low coulombic efficiency as shown 
in Fig. 6e. These results demonstrated that, polysulfide dissolution happens in a dilute electrolyte and 
resulting a poor cyclability. In contrast, concentrated electrolyte together with LiNO3 can not only enable 
the formation of stable SEI on LMA but also stabilize cathode-electrolyte interphase (CEI) on cathode. 
Recently, numerous studies were conducted to further improve the cyclic stability of SPAN cathodes in 
ether-based electrolytes. For example, catalytic amount of Se doping in SPAN (SexSPAN, x<0.15, 
~50%SexS) resulted in fast Li+ ion diffusion, relatively low polarization and outstanding compatibility with 
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ether-based electrolyte.68 Composite SPAN cathodes of SPAN-graphene nanosheet (GNS) and SPAN-
multi-wall-carbon tube (MWCT) also exhibited improved cyclic stability and rate capability than the bare 
SPAN due to the electronically conductive network and stable structure created by MWCT and GNS.69, 70 
Although, these efforts achieved great progress in the improvement of electrochemical properties, more 
fundamental studies on identifying the molecule structure and understanding the charge storage 
mechanisms of SPAN cathodes are still needed. 

2.3 P-type organosulfide (thioether) cathode materials

Thioether compounds belong to p-type organics, they show different redox behaviors comparing with other 
organosulfur compounds.  Typically, thioethers undergo oxidation first to form stable cationic radical 
species and further bind with anion from electrolyte such as PF6

-, ClO4
- and TFSI- to remain electroneutral 

as

  
+ xPF6

- + e-(PF6
-)x

S n S n

 Compared with n-type organosulfides, p-type thioether electrodes deliver higher redox potential, which 
could result in higher energy density. In addition, the redox process of thioether are not accompanied by 
the cleavage and recombination of the disulfide bonds, therefore kinetics is expected to be faster than 
disulfide or polysulfide cathodes. It was well accepted that thioether bond could improve the electron 
transfer due to the π-electron delocalization between the lone pair electrons of sulfur and the aromatic rings. 

Figure 7. (a) molecular structures of PPDT and PDDTB compounds and their CV curves. Reproduced with 
permission.71 Copyright 2007, Elsevier. (b) Molecular structure of PTH polymer and its charge/discharge 
profiles. Reproduced with permission.77 Copyright 2008, Elsevier.

The concept of thioether as cathode in lithium batteries was first introduced by Zhan and coworkers in 
2007.71 They investigated various thioethers either conjugated or unconjugated as cathode materials72, 73 
and found that these compounds can deliver high capacity of 300-800 mAh g-1 when ether-based 
electrolytes were used. Fig. 7a shows the molecular structures and CV curves of poly(2-phenyl-1,3-
dithiolane) (PPDT) and poly(1,4-di(1,3-dithiolan-2-yl)benzene) (PDDTB) cathodes tested in 1M LiTFSI-
DME/DOL (1:2 w/w) electrolyte. The charge behaviors of these two electrodes with such high oxidation 
peaks are quite different from those of disulfides reported before, indicating that charge storage mechanism 
might be different. However, electrochemical results show severe fluctuation in cyclic performance for both 
electrodes. To confirm the thioether bond itself could provide energy storage, their group further designed 
and synthesized aliphatic thioether polymers and used as electrode for Li battery. Their results indicated 
that thioethers are electrochemically active and can be used as cathode materials for the rechargeable 
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batteries.74 Polythianthrene, containing two or more benzene rings connected with thioether groups, can be 
oxidized to its cation state at a voltage ~4.1 V versus Li/Li+ and provide a theoretical capacity of 388 mAh 
g-1 based on four-electron transfer.75, 76  Since such high voltage is comparable to the reaction potential of 
inorganic cathodes, polythiathrene cathode was synthesized and studied as cathode for lithium battery. 
Unfortunately, it can only provide a specific capacity of 71 mAh g-1, which is much lower than its theoretical 
value. Thiophene, another p-type organosulfide compound, also has a cyclo-thiolane structure with (C-S-
C) configuration was also studied as cathode for lithium battery. Polythiophene (PTH) was prepared by 
Tang et al.77 and tested as cathode for Li battery. In ether-based electrolyte, chemically polymerized PTH 
exhibited multiple electrochemical oxidation peaks within 3.2-4.4 V and only one broad peak within 1.5-
2.0 V, which was slightly different from electrochemically polymerized PTH tested in carbonate-based 
electrolyte. As shown in Fig. 7b, the maximus capacity of PTH reached as high as 800 mAh g-1 but with 
rapid capacity decay after 20 cycles. These results provided a new direction to utilize thioether compounds 
as cathode materials with multi-electron reaction for Li battery. However, this type of thioether cathode 
materials will not be able to make practical significance until their unstable cycling performance and large 
electrochemical polarization problems can be resolved. More studies are needed to understand the charge 
storage mechanism of thioether compounds for further optimizing their electrochemical performance.

Figure 8. (a) i: Redox process of TTF; ii: molecular structure of TTPY. (b) Galvanostatic charge-discharge 
curves for TTPY at 0.2 C rate. Inset shows rate performance. Reproduced with permission.79 Copyright 
2012, Wiley-VCH. (c-d) molecular structure and charge/discharge performances of vinyl extended TTPY 
with -SMe and -CH2S groups. Reproduced with permission.80 Copyright 2015, Iwamoto et al; licensee 
Beilstein-Institut. (e) Ten-electron redox process of TTF derivatives and (f) its electrochemical performance. 
Reproduced with permission.81 Copyright 2014, Royal Society of Chemistry.

Tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) and its derivatives are also belonging to p-type organosulfur compounds, which 
exhibit metallic conductivity.78  As a typical π-electron donor, TTF has received tremendous attention as 
high voltage cathode material. As shown in Fig. 8a, TTF exhibits two successive single-electron reversible 
redox process and forms stable radical cations and di-cations with counter anions that are taken from the 
electrolyte. The redox potentials of TTF are 3.1 and 3.5 V versus Li/Li+ in LiBF4/Propylene carbonate (PC) 
electrolyte system. However, TTF is soluble in the organic electrolyte, hence cannot be used directly as 
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cathode. Inatomi et al.79 introduced TTF 2,2’-bi[ 5-(1,3-dihthiol-2-ylidene)-1,3,4,6-tetrathiapentanylidene] 
(TTPY), which  hardly dissolves in organic solvents. When cycled in the LiBF4-PC based electrolyte, TTPY 
delivered initial capacity of 168 mAh g-1 (corresponding to four-electron redox) (Fig. 8b), which was 
comparable to those of inorganic cathode materials commercially available. Although impressive rate 
performance of TTPY was exhibited, dissolution of charging products was observed. To solve this, their 
group synthesized vinyl extended TTPY (V-TTPY) analogs and tris- and pentakis-fused TTF analogues by 
the insertion of two thiophene rings.80 As shown in Fig. 8c-d, V-TTPY analogs with different functional 
groups exhibited similar charge/discharge behaviors. V-TTPY with -SMe groups delivered five electron 
redox process with a capacity of 157 mAh g-1, while six electron redox transfer was occurred for V-TTPY 
with -SCH2-CH2-S groups. Both V-TTPY cathodes exhibited relatively stable cyclic performance 
compared to TTPY cathode. Five stages of redox process with ten electron transfer was achieved form 
pentakis-fused TTF derivatives extended with two cyclohexene-1,4-diylidenes.81 This multi-electron 
cathode delivered a high capacity of 196 mAh g-1 with energy density of 700 wh Kg-1 (Fig. 8e-f). These 
results provided rational design strategy to further develop high-energy-density organic electrode materials. 

2.4 Organosulfide polymer electrode materials

Organosulfide polymers containing polysulfide bonds formed by copolymerization of melted linear 
polysulfide and polymerizable linker monomer are confirmed to be able to effectively suppress the long-
chain polysulfide dissolution problem in the Li-S batteries due to strong covalent bonds between sulfur and 
polymer backbone. In organosulfide polymers, the sulfur content can be adjusted by tuning the mass of 
sulfur chain, while the overall electrochemical performance can be controlled by introducing favorable 
organic frameworks or functional groups. Organosulfide polymers are containing a chain of sulfur as redox 
center, in which repeated S-S bonds break and reform during lithiation and delithiation processes to 
generate lithium thiolates and lithium sulfide as (R is an organic moiety)

+ (2n+2)Li+ + (2n+2)e- 2R-SLi + nLi2SRS S SRn

Since Wang et al.62  firstly designed and synthesized SPAN and successfully applied it as cathode materials 
for Li-S battery, copolymerization strategies have attracted more and more attention for stabilizing 
elemental sulfur into polymeric materials. Generally, organosulfide polymers can be obtained by radical 
insertion reaction of ring opened diradical sulfur with various organic monomers and polymers bearing 
ether unsaturated hydrocarbons, or Aromatic-H and Aromatic-SH functionalities to form stable C-S 
bonds.82, 83 Synthesizing sulfur-containing polymers directly from molten liquid sulfur in large quantities 
via inverse vulcanization was firstly reported by Pyun and coworkers in 2013.82 Chemically stable 
poly(sulfur-random-1,3-diisopropenylbenzene) (poly(S-r-DIB)) prepared via invers vulcanization as 
shown in Fig. 9a, DIB and liquid sulfur was copolymerized at 185 ℃ to promote efficient ring opining 
polymerization of S8. This polymer exhibited very similar charge/discharge behavior to that S8 with two 
distinguishable plateaus corresponding to generation of higher order linear polysulfide and further reduced 
to lower order sulfides down to Li2S, respectively. Meanwhile, poly(S-r-DIB) exhibited high capacity 
retention and long-term cyclic stability with 823 mAh g-1 capacity at 100 cycle, which was superior 
compared to S8 cathode and achieved the highest value among those polymer-based sulfur cathodes reported 
to date. Lithiation mechanism of this polymer was systematically studied in another work by Pyun and 
coworkers83 as shown in Fig. 9b. They proposed that, within the high voltage plateau regime, high ordered 
organosulfur DIB units formed with further reaction generating organosulfur DIB units with shortened 
oligosulfur and Li2S5. At the lower voltage region, fully discharged organosulfur DIB products as well as 
insoluble mixtures of Li2S3 and Li2S2 formed. Therefore, the enhanced electrochemical properties of poly(S-
r-DIB) were originated from these organosulfur units dispersed in insoluble lower order sulfides. 
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Figure 9. (a) Synthetic scheme for the inverse vulcanization process yielding poly(sulfur-random-1,3-
diisopropenylbenzene) copolymers. (b) Possible lithiation mechanism of poly(S-r-DIB). Reproduced with 
permission.83 Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society. (c) Charge/discharge profiles of S-BOP 
cathodes with different S loading amount cycled at a current rate of C/20. Reproduced with permission.86 
Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society. (d) Photograph and molecular structure of poly(S-co-
DVIMBr). Reproduced with permission.88 Copyright 2020, Wiley-VCH.

Coskun’s group84 reported synthesis of sulfurized covalent triazine framework (S-CTF) from 1,4-
dicyanobenzene and elemental sulfur without any catalysts or solvents. In this polymer, S was bonded to 
CTF through C-S and content of sulfur reached up to 62 wt%. Later, their group85 employed nucleophilic 
aromatic substitution reaction (SNAr) between perfluoroaryl units and elemental sulfur to synthesize fully 
conjugated organosulfur polymer with 86% of Sulfur content, which is much higher than that previously 
reported carbon/S composites. Their approach not only enabled homogeneously distribution of sulfur 
within large π-conjugated framework but also effectively mitigated the polysulfide shuttling. As a result, 
sulfur utilization and kinetics of Li-S system were improved significantly. Choi et al.86 reported orthogonal 
synthetic approach to prepare sulfur-embedded polybenzoxazine (S-BOP) with a sulfur loading of ~72 wt%. 
In their approach, to increase the sulfur loading amount, the elemental sulfur was chemically impregnated 
with thiol functionalized benzoxazine monomer. S-BOP cathode demonstrated an unusual discharge profile 
with slope in the range of 2.4-2.05 V as shown in Fig. 9c, which is slightly different form the typical 
discharge curve of elemental sulfur showing two clear plateaus at 2.1 and 2.4 V. The initial reversible 
capacity of S-BOP cathode was about 1110 mAh g-1 with a high coulombic efficiency of 96.6%, indicating 
that polysulfide shuttling is successfully suppressed. S-BOP cathode also delivered excellent cyclic 
performance as 92.7% of initial capacity was achieved after 1000 cycles at a high current rate of 1C. These 
approaches provided valuable direction of utilizing sulfur as cathode for high performance Li-S batteries. 
More recently, various methods have been reported to further optimize the long-term cyclic stability and 
rate performances of organosulfur polymers. One of the effective approaches is taking the advantages of 
the chemical similarity of selenium (Se) with sulfur, but higher electronic conductivity. Application of 
hybrid chalcogenide polymer of S and Se in Li-S system was firstly reported by Gomez et al.87 By following 
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the research on poly(S-r-DIB), they prepared various poly (Sulfur-r-Selenium-r-DIB) (poly(S-r-Se-DIB) 
compounds with different Se :S ratio via similar inverse vulcanization reaction. Among those co-polymers, 
the (poly(S-r-Se-DIB) with 5 % and 7.5 % Se in mol exhibited high capacity retention and rate capability 
compared with that of others as well as poly(S-r-DIB). They suggested that higher conductivity of the Se 
facilitated the electron transportation through the active materials and further improved the kinetics. In 
addition, the high electroactivity of low order Li2Se increased the reversible capacity and reduced the active 
material loss, therefore rendering excellent cyclic performance. A novel sulfur-rich polymer cathode 
containing ionic liquid segments named poly(sulfur-co-1-vinyl-3-allylimidazolium bromide) (poly(S-co-
DVIMBr)) was also prepared via inverse vulcanization of S8 with DVIMBr as ionic liquid linker for the 
first time.88 In this structure (Fig. 9d), presence of imidazolium N+ cations were expected to serve as 
chemical adsorption site for immobilizing polysulfides, while introduction of ionic liquid groups was 
expected to improve the ionic conductivity. Results demonstrated that lithium diffusion kinetics of poly(S-
co-DVIMBr) was improved by nearly 10 times during redox reactions, compared with the copolymer 
without ionic liquid segment. Moreover, 90.22 % of capacity retention was obtained for this polymer even 
after 900 cycles. These results provided new strategy of introducing functional group with cations into 
organosulfide polymers for optimizing the electrochemical performance. Structure and electrochemical 
performances of other representative organosulfur polymer cathodes were summarized in the Table 3.
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Table 3. Molecular structures and electrochemical performances of recently reported organosulfide 
polymers.
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3. Application of organosulfur compounds as lithium battery components other than cathode: 
binder, additive, and artificial SEI layer

As summarized above in Table 2-3, organosulfur compounds are promising cathode materials for next 
generation rechargeable battery systems. In addition to their application as electrode for Li battery, 
organosulfur compounds also have been investigated as electrolyte additive in helping the formation of 
stable cathode/electrolyte or anode/electrolyte interphases (CEI/SEI). Several studies also demonstrated 
that organosulfur polymers can be utilized as artificial SEI layer on LMAs, as well as binder for Sulfur 
cathode. 

3.1 Organosulfur compounds used as electrolyte additive for Li-S or Li-O2 batteries

As mentioned in the previous section, long order lithium polysulfides are generated at the beginning of the 
discharge in Li-S cell. These polysulfides are soluble in electrolyte and highly reactive with LMA after 
migrating to LMA surface, resulting in formation of insoluble lithium sulfides and disulfides (Li2S and 
Li2S2) at the anode. As a result, Li-S cell shows poor cycling life due to the decreasing of active S in the 
battery as well as formation of nonuniform SEI on LMA. To solve this problem, Trofimov et al.103 
synthesized a series of protected bis(hydroxyorganyl) polysulfides (BHPS) and used them as additives to 
enhance the solubility of low-order Li2Sm (1 ≤ m ≤ 2) precipitated on LMA surface. They proposed that 
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BHPS can react with lithium sulfides and disulfides and move back to the cathode surface to participate in 
electrochemical reaction with regeneration of soluble polysulfide molecules. Their result showed that Li-S 
cell exhibited much higher capacity and longer cyclic performance by adding tri(methyl)silyl substituted 
BHPS in the electrolyte. DMDS (CH₃SSCH₃) is one of the small-molecule organodisulfide cathode 
materials containing a S-S bond that can reversibly cleave and reform during electrochemical reaction. 
However, DMDS was not successfully utilized as cathode due to its high solubility in the electrolyte. 
Wang’s21 group attempted to use DMDS as co-solvent to replace inactive part of electrolyte solvent to 
achieve higher energy density. As shown in Fig. 10a, the high voltage discharge plateau for S cathode 
disappeared with DMDS contained electrolyte, which is much obvious when the DMDS concentration was 
increased. More importantly, the initial discharge capacity of Li-S cells increased with increasing DMDS 
content in electrolyte and highest capacity of 1950 mAh g-1 was achieved for electrolyte containing 50% of 
DMDS. The capacity retention and rate performances were also improved by introducing DMDS as co-
solvent. They found that Li-S cell with DMDS has a new reduction pathway due to the formation of soluble 
methyl-terminated polysulfide (DMPS) intermediates which can be further reduced to lithium 
organosulfides. Therefore, DMDS-containing electrolyte can not only provide extra capacity but also 
enable robust performance of S cathode. In their latest report104 , they investigated the role of DMDS in 
Li-S system with different electrolyte/sulfur (E/S) and carbon/sulfur (C/S) ratios to figure out whether it 
can be used in lean electrolyte condition or not. The proposed reaction mechanism of Li-S cells with low 
and high C/S ratios in DMDS containing electrolyte are shown in Fig. 10b (i, ii, and iii). It demonstrated 
that S cathode with high C/S ratios enables reduction of more amounts of lithium organosulfides to CH3SLi 
and Li2S due to the more conductive surface provided by carbon for the interfacial reactions of DMPS 
intermediates, which would contribute to higher sulfur specific capacity (2500 mAh g-1). Decreasing E/S 
ratio is of critical importance to practical cell energy density, but it is very challenging to decrease E/S ratio 
in Li-S system. DMDS-containing electrolyte was able to enable cell to maintain good cycling performance 
even with a low E/S ratio of 5 compared to DMDS-free electrolyte with a same E/S ratio. Later, Dimethyl 
trisulfide (DMTS) was also studied as electrolyte additive for Li-S cell for increasing the specific 
capacity.105, 106 Taking advantage of DMTS, which has higher reactivity and could provide higher capacity 
with -S-S-S- bonds cleavage, 25 vol% DMTS-containing electrolyte enabled Li-S cell to deliver higher 
discharge capacity and better capacity retention than the electrolyte using DMDS as co-solvent. These 
studies provided an effective approach for improving the practical energy density and cyclic performance 
of Li-S cells. However, agglomeration of Li2S on cathode side could cause capacity decay, while DMDS 
and its products migrate to anode side leading to the degradation of LMA. P-type organosulfur compound 
also showed promising application in Li-O2 battery, which is another high energy battery system but 
suffering large overpotential due to the sluggish kinetics of electrochemical reaction. The main discharge 
product Li2O2 generally required higher decomposition energy, leading to high overpotential and side 
reactions. To overcome this challenge, Zhang et al.107 utilized TTF as redox mediator to promote 
decomposition of Li2O2. When coupled with LiCl as additive in the electrolyte, organic conductor TTF+Clx

- 
precipitate covered on Li2O2 to provide an additional electron-transfer pathway, which significantly reduced 
the over-potential and improved the efficiency of Li-O2 cell.
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Figure 10. (a) Initial discharge-charge profiles of C/S cathodes at C/10 rate in conventional and 10-75 vol% 
DMDS-containing electrolytes. Reproduced with permission.21 Copyright 2016, Wiley-VCH. (b) 
Schematic diagrams of the discharge mechanism of surface species at the surface of carbon materials in (i) 
conventional ether-based Li-S electrolytes and (ii, iii) DMDS-containing electrolytes with tuned low (ii) 
and high (iii) C/S ratios in the cathodes, showing the shutoff of the discharge process due to electrode 
surface passivation by different solid precipitates. Reproduced with permission.104 Copyright 2017, Elsevier. 
Schematic illustration of the formation of stable inorganic/organic hybrid SEI layer on LMA from (c) PST,  
Reproduced with permission.108 Copyright 2017, Nature Publishing Group. (d) PSD additives. (e) 
Coulombic efficiencies of Li-Cu cells at 2 mA cm-2 with different capacities. PSD-90: sulfur content is 90% 
in PSD polymer. C-Ely: 1M LiTFSI-DOL/DME (1/1 v/v) with 1 wt% LiNO3. Reproduced with 
permission.109 Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society.

3.2 Organosulfur compounds used as electrolyte additive or artificial SEI layer for Li metal anode 
protection

LMAs with a high theoretical capacity of 3860 mAh g-1 and low electrochemical potential of -3.045 V (vs. 
standard hydrogen electrode) has been considered as a promising anode candidate for next-generation 
rechargeable battery. However, practical application of LMA has been hindered by low coulombic 
efficiency (CE) and safety concerns caused by dendrite formation. One of the critical issues is the formation 
of unstable SEI layer on LMA surface, leading to uneven lithium deposition as well as electrolyte 
consumption. Over the years, strategies have been implemented to modify LMA surface by optimizing 
electrolyte components, using SEI film forming additives as well as forming artificial SEI. Wang’s group 
successfully pioneered the use of organosulfide/organopolysulfides as “plasticizer” in the SEI layer to 
improve the mechanical flexibility and stability.108 They synthesized poly(sulfur-random-triallylamine) 
(PST) through a direct copolymerization of S8 and vinylic monomer triallylamine and used as electrolyte 
additive in Li-S battery. It was proposed that, PSTs can be electrochemically decomposed into Li 
organosulfides (RS6Li6), Li organopolysulfides (RSxLi6), Li2Sx, and Li2S/Li2S2 by contacting Li metal as 
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shown in Fig. 10c. During Li deposition/stripping, such a flexible organic/inorganic hybrid SEI layer could 
be self-formed on the top of deposited Li, hence protect LMA and improve its electrochemical performance. 
As expected, much more uniform and compact lithium deposition was observed with a higher average CE 
of 99% over 400 cycles in Li/Cu cell at relatively higher current rate. Meanwhile, Li-S cell cycled in the 
PST containing electrolyte also showed long cycling life over 1000 cycles and good capacity retention. 
These results demonstrated that organosulfur compounds with modified molecular structure can enable the 
formation of flexible and more stable SEI on LMA surface. This group also developed an aromatic-based 
sulfur-containing polymer poly(sulfur-random-1,3-diisopropenylbenzene) (PSD) as a good SEI forming 
additive for LMA.109  Similar as the previous result, this polymer can be chemically/electrochemically 
decomposed to self-form a flexible SEI containing organopolysulfides and inorganic sulfur species on LMA. 
The uniqueness of PSD compared to PST is the π-conjugated planner backbone of aromatic organic 
components can facilitate the flat morphology of SEI and improve its toughness and flexibility (Fig. 10d). 
Therefore, dendrite free lithium deposition/stripping with a higher average CE of  99.1% with longer 
cycling life were achieved with PSD additive especially with higher sulfur content (90%), which is better 
than that of Li-Cu cell cycled in linear PST containing electrolyte (Fig. 10e). In addition to the electrolyte 
additives, research on artificial SEI layer either organic, inorganic or hybrid has been attracting more 
attentions for the realization of safe and highly stable LMAs.110 More recently, successful utilization of 
organosulfur polymers as artificial SEI on LMA was demonstrated by Zhao et al.111 In their work, a 
multifunctional sulfur containing polymer (MSCP) was chemically cross-linked on LMA surface in situ, 
which was the incorporation of lithium polysulfidophosphate components in the inorganic sulfur containing 
group. After chemically cross-linking, Li3PSx was formed along with organopolysulfides and inorganic 
lithium sulfides. Among this inorganic/organic hybrid SEI, Li3PSx facilitated the Li ion transport through 
the SEI layer due to its higher Li ion conductivity, while organopolysulfides enabled SEI become more 
resilient to accommodate the volume fluctuation of LMA during cycling. When the MSCP protected LMA 
paired with LiFePO4 cathode, it exhibited significantly increased coulombic efficiency and better long-term 
cyclic performance with a capacity retention of ~89.4% even after 500 cycles which is much better than the 
bare LMA. More importantly, such a MSCP layer can be produced for large scale, which could promote 
practical application of LMA. Separator architecture design, for example, coating inorganic and organic 
compounds on the surface of the separator, is another important strategy to stabilize LMA performance 
since the electrolyte wettability, mechanical strength and thermal conductivity of separator can be 
optimized by surface coating.112 W. He and coworkers reported a facile and cost-effective approach to make 
Li deposition more uniform by doping the separator with garlic ingredients113, which contains rich 
organosulfur compounds such as allicin (C6H10OS2), alliin/isoalliin (C6H11NO3S), diallyl disulfide 
(C6H10S2), and S-allyl cysteine (C6H11NO2S). These components participated in the SEI formation and 
covered grain boundaries of the inorganic components in SEI, thus the flexibility was improved 
significantly. These proof-of-concept studies in utilization of organosulfur polymers can inspire new 
strategies for the development of inorganic/organic hybrid SEI layer for LMAs.

3.3 Organosulfur compounds used as CEI forming additive for high voltage inorganic cathode 
materials

Layered transition metal oxides such as LiCoO2 and LiNixCoyMn1-x-yO2 (NMC) are widely used as cathode 
materials for commercialized LIBs. One major target for the next-generation LIBs is to reach higher 
operation voltage to further increase the energy density of these cathodes. However, high voltage operation 
leads to fast capacity decay and low CE in conventional electrolyte due to the aggressive oxidation of the 
electrolyte. Even within the commonly considered stable working potential window of the electrolyte (for 
ex. ~4.3 V for carbonate-based electrolyte), the side reactions between electrolyte and highly reactive 
charged cathode are hardly avoidable, resulting in thicker unstable CEI formation and severe capacity decay. 
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It is well accepted that, formation of stable CEI layer from electrolyte additives or modification of cathode 
surface by doping/coating inorganic or organic components are efficient and economical ways to suppress 
such side reactions. P-type organosulfur compounds have a high oxidation potential over 4.0 V vs. Li+/Li 
and are expected to polymerize electrochemically on cathode surface during charging. Thiophene (TH) and 
its derivatives were investigated as a stable CEI forming additive for LiCoO2 and NMC cathodes. 

Figure 11. (a) Cycle performances of Li/LiCoO2 cells in 1 M LiPF6/EC + DMC (3/7, v/v) and with 0.1 wt% 
of TH, 2TH, 3TH additives at current density of 0.25 C within voltage range of 3.0-4.4 V. Reproduced with 
permission.115 Copyright 2015, Elsevier. (b) The cycling performance of Li/ NMC622 cell with different 
concentration of 3HT additive.117 Copyright  2017, American Chemical Society (c) Linear sweep 
voltammograms of 1 M LiPF6/EC + DEC (1/1, v/v) solutions with: a. no additive and b. 3.0 wt% TFPN in 
stainless steel||Li metal cell (scan rate is 0.2 mV s−1). (d) cyclic performances of Li/LiCoO2 coin cells with 
1 M LiPF6/EC + DEC (1/1, v/v) solutions without and with TFPN additive of 0.25 wt%, 0.50 wt%, 1.0 wt%, 
cut-off voltage of 3.0-4.4 V, initial 3 cycles at 0.1 C for activation, then cycle at 0.5 C. Reproduced with 
permission.119 Copyright 2020, Elsevier. 

In 2009, Kim et al.114 attempted to improve the high voltage performance and thermal stability of LiCoO2 
cathode by introducing thiophene (TH) as additive in the electrolyte. The results demonstrated that the 
oxidation decomposition of electrolyte at high voltage (charge to 4.4 V) was suppressed by adding a little 
amount of TH, which was further supported by much improved cyclic stability and lowered overpotential. 
However, oxidation potential of TH is about 4.42 V vs. Li+/Li, which might be little too high to form enough 
conductive film on the cathode surface when cell only charged to 4.4 V. Therefore, oligomers of thiophene 
including 2,2’-Bithiophene (2TH), and 2,2’:5’,2’’-Terthiophene (3TH) were introduced as electrolyte 
additives for LiCoO2 cathode.115 Based on the theoretical calculation and experimental results, the oxidation 
potential decreases gradually with increasing  number of TH unit in the molecule (3.95 V for 2TH and 3.8 
V for 3TH). Cyclic performances of LiCoO2 cathode within voltage range of 3.0-4.4 V is shown in Fig. 11a 
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with TH, 2TH and 3TH as additives. Results demonstrated that LiCoO2 cathode cycled in 0.1 wt% of 3TH 
containing electrolyte delivered highest capacity retention of 84.8 % after 100 cycles than that of cycled in 
baseline electrolyte and electrolyte with TH, 2TH additives. Amine and coworkers reported the positive 
effect of 3-Hexylthiophene (3HT) with a high oxidation potential of 4.3 V as electrolyte additive, which 
formed conductive (conductivity range from 10 to 103 S cm-1) and conjugated polymer during charging, 
resulting in significant increase in cyclic stability of Li-rich Li1.2Ni0.15Co0.1Mn0.55O2, and high voltage 
LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 cathodes, especially for the cell cycled at 55 ℃.116 They also systematically investigated the 
additive effects and mechanism of 3HT for LiNi0.6Mn0.2Co0.2O2 (NMC 622) cathode when higher cut off 
voltages for charging were applied (Fig. 11b). They proposed that 3HT not only enables formation of robust 
CEI on cathode but also serves as a “corrosion inhibitor film” against protons (H+) formed by electrolyte 
oxidation.117 These results provided valuable information for the future development of high-voltage 
electrolyte additives. In addition to the electrolyte additive, thiophene derivatives were coated on cathode 
surface to form protective layer. Xu et al.118 successfully built an ultra-conformal, highly electronically 
conductive and ionically permeable poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) skin on 
LiNi0.33Mn0.33Co0.33O2 (NMC111), Ni-rich LiNi0.85Co0.1Mn0.05O2 and Li-rich Li1.2Mn0.54Ni0.13Co0.13O2 
cathodes. Multi-model advance characterization techniques were also utilized for investigating the critical 
role of PEDOT skin. Electrochemical testing and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)- thermo-
gravimetric analysis results demonstrated that PEDOT coating layer significantly improves capacity 
retention and thermal stability of both Ni-rich LiNi0.85Co0.1Mn0.05O2 and Li-rich Li1.2Mn0.54Ni0.13Co0.13O2 
cathodes. Based on the characterization results, it was found that PEDOT skin can mitigate the formation 
of intragranular cracking within primary particles even after long-term cycles by suppressing the oxygen 
release from the cathode. NMC111 cathode with PEDOT skin also showed stable impedance due to the 
improvement of CEI layer and maintaining the ionic and electronic conductivity of the interface. Moreover, 
the dioxane ring in the molecular structure of PEDOT can chemically coordinate with HF produced by the 
decomposition of the electrolyte through formation of O-H-F covalent bond, suppressing the transition 
metal cation dissolution. More recently, Yu’s group119  firstly introduced 2-(trifluoroacetyl) thiophene 
(TFPN) as film-forming additive for enhancing the CEI stability of LiCoO2 cathode, especially for high 
voltage operation. Linear sweep voltammograms results (Fig. 11c) show that the oxidation voltage of TFPN 
additive is about 3.4 V, indicating that TFPN can be oxidized before the decomposition of the electrolyte. 
In addition to the highly conductive and chemically stable CEI layer formed by electrochemically 
polymerization of TFPN additive, the perfluorinated alkyl (-CF3) group in this compound can improve the 
wettability of the electrolyte toward the separator due to the higher affinity between the nonpolar -CF3 
group and separators. As expected, the LiCoO2 cathode cycled in the electrolyte with 0.5% of TFPN 
additive demonstrated much improved cyclic stability with a capacity retention of 90% after 100 cycles as 
shown in Fig. 11d. in contrast, the LiCoO2 cathode cycled in the baseline electrolyte only delivered a 
capacity retention of 33% after 100 cycles. Although there are only limited reports about organosulfur 
compounds used as CEI protective additive for high-voltage cathodes, the results summarized above clearly 
demonstrated the potential of organosulfur compounds in protecting the surface of high-voltage cathodes.

3.4 Organosulfur compounds used as binder or additive for Sulfur cathode

Utilization of functionalized binder for sulfur cathode is also quite important for controlling the polysulfide 
dissolution as well as buffering the volume expansion caused by cycling of sulfur cathode. Polyvinylidene 
fluoride (PVDF) and polyethylene glycol (PEO) are commonly used in sulfur cathode. However, they are 
not able to suppress the volume expansion of sulfur cathode and prevent the shuttling of polysulfides, 
especially for high sulfur loading cathodes. PEDOT: PSS (poly(styrenesulfonate)) based conductive 
polymers were successfully introduced as binder or coating layer to improve the electrochemical 
performance of sulfur cathode due to their high electronic conductivity (up to 4600 S cm-1). Cui et al.120  
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investigated the role of PEDOT polymer on sulfur cathode using Ab initio simulations. They proposed that 
not only the physical confinement of lithium polysulfides within the conductive polymer shells but also the 
chemical bonding between the heteroatoms in PEDOT with lithium sulfides played essential role for 
improving the cyclic stability. Inspired by this result, Zhang et al.121  used polyacrylic acid (PAA) and 
PEDOT: PSS (poly(styrenesulfonate)) as a binder for sulfur cathode. By taking the advantages of swelling 
property of PAA with good electronic conductivity and the chemical/physical absorption ability of PEDOT: 
PSS with lithium polysulfide and lithium sulfides, PAA/PEDOT: PSS binder enabled the Li-S battery 
exhibits higher initial capacity and stable long-term cyclability. Wei et al.122 designed and prepared flexible 
and binder-free electrode by combining the PEDOT-encapsulated diamond shape sulfur with single-walled 
carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs). Such a free-standing sulfur cathode presented higher electronic conductivity 
and remarkable electrochemical performance than that of the elemental sulfur. More recently, a cross-linked 
PEDOT-PSS polymer with 3-D structure was prepared using divalent Mg2+ ion as a cross-linker.123 High 
electrical conductivity and robust 3-D network structure of PEDOT-PSS-Mg2+ binder significantly 
improved the capacity retention and rate performance of sulfur cathode compared with the PVDF binder. 
More importantly, water was used for cathode slurry preparation with PEDOT-PSS-Mg2+ binder rather than 
any organic solvents, making the fabrication of Li-S batteries more environmentally friendly. In addition 
to the PEDOT based polymers, a comb-like ion-conductive organo-polysulfide polymer (PSPEG) binder 
was prepared by Yang and coworkers to solve the polysulfide shuttling problem.124 PSPEG is containing a 
mass of organo-polysulfide (-Sx-) in the main chain and low-molecular-weight PEG on the side chain. They 
found that -Sx- bonds in the main chain not only improves the compatibility of binder with active material, 
but also acts as mediator to improve the kinetics of electrochemical reaction and then to promote the 
redistribution and deposition of the agglomerated S/Li2S. At the same time, PEG on the side chain provided 
more Li+ transport paths to improve the rate performances of S cathode. As a result, the sulfur cathode with 
PSPEG binder delivered improved cycling performance and rate capability with a high capacity retention 
of 91.9 % after 500 cycles at 0.5 C. These studies demonstrated that molecularly designed organosulfur 
polymers can be used as multi-functional binder for S cathode to improve the sulfur utilization and sluggish 
kinetics of Li-S batteries. 

4. Conclusion and prospective

In summary, this review provides an overview of different types of organosulfur electrode materials and 
structure related electrochemical performance as well as effective strategies for optimizing the cyclic 
stability of them. The important role of organosulfur compounds as cathode/anode film forming additive, 
redox mediator for Li-O2 and Li-S batteries as well as binder for sulfur cathode are also covered. Although 
tremendous efforts have been made to enhance the electrochemical performance of organosulfur electrodes, 
there are still several barriers need to be overcome before the large scale applications of organosulfur 
electrode materials can be realized. First, electrochemical performance of these electrode materials has not 
been systematically investigated. Fast charge capability, capability to work under lean electrolyte condition 
(low electrolyte/sulfur amount) and balanced N/P ratio (negative/positive electrode capacity) also need to 
be improved. Second, structure of as-prepared organosulfur materials and their charge storage mechanism 
has not been systematically investigated. Advanced characterization methods need to be developed and 
applied for the investigation of bonding patterns of sulfur such as S-S/C-S/C=S bonds in the complicated 
molecule structures as well as for the lithiation mechanism of these specific sites. Finally, improving the 
stability and electrochemical property of lithium metal anodes (LMAs) is another key factor. Organosulfur 
electrodes typically couple with LMAs, which has critical issues such as large volume expansion, dendritic 
and dead lithium formation as well as electrolyte consumption during electrochemical cycling. These issues 
should be taken seriously to enhance the overall performance of cells using organic sulfur cathodes. 
Therefore, several aspects for further research of organosulfur electrodes are suggested below.
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4.1  Optimization of the electrochemical performance

As mentioned in the previous section, developing organic polymers with long sulfur chains and  functional 
groups can significantly enhance the cyclic stability of organosulfur electrode materials. An ideal 
organosulfur electrode would have stable organic backbone with high sulfur content, higher electronic and 
ionic conductivity as well as compatibility toward electrolytes. Typically, higher active material loading is 
required for achieving high energy density. However, this would cause the increased thickness and porosity 
of the electrode and resulted in requiring large amount of electrolyte. Therefore, thick electrode architecture 
with optimized porosity and E/S ratio, as well as good wettability of electrolyte is needed. In terms of 
improving the kinetics, introduction of Se doping and/or conductive polymers are effective ways to 
facilitate Li+ and electron transport, which can also significantly improve the utilization of active materials. 
Fabricating composite electrodes using CNTs or graphite can also improve the utilization of the active 
materials. Grafting organosulfur molecule with other electrochemically active organic species such as 
carbonyl groups, organic radicals and azo groups can potentially increase the energy density and improve 
the cyclic stability. Moreover, the structure of organosulfur compounds is rich in diversity and can be further 
modified by introducing different functional groups. The redox potential of organosulfur compounds can 
be tuned by the introducing of electron-withdrawing groups or electron-donating groups. These groups can 
adjust the energy level of lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), which determines the redox 
potential.  Typically, electron-withdrawing groups such as -Cl, -F, -Br, -NO2 , -CN and -CF3 can elevate 
the redox potential, while electron-donating groups such as -OH, -NH2, -CH3 and -OCH3 lower the redox 
potential of the organosulfur compounds. In addition, the number of substituent groups can also affect the 
redox behavior of the organosulfur compounds. In terms of the cyclic stability, the introduction of high-
polarity groups such as -COOM and -OM (M is alkali metals) can reduce the solubility of the electrode 
materials in the electrolyte and enhance their cyclic performances. For the practical applications, large-
scale production of electrode materials using green and scalable manufacture process should be considered. 
To further increase the energy density of the organosulfur electrode materials and enhance their cyclic 
performance, future studies are needed on the following aspects: (1) designing organosulfur electrode 
materials with more redox-active sites and lower molecular weight to achieve higher capacity;  (2) using 
more effective electron conducting agents to increase the utilization of the active materials; (3) modifying 
the molecular structure and introducing the electron-withdrawn groups to increase the working potential; 
(4) crosslinking small molecules to form polymers as well as increasing the polymerization degrees to 
reduce the solubility in electrolyte to enhance the cyclic stability; (5) introducing high-polarity organic 
groups or synthesizing carbon composites using CNTs, graphene and carbon foam to reduce the solubility 
in electrolyte; (6) combining organosulfur materials and inorganic nanomaterials to achieve stable cyclic 
performance and rate capability; (7) utilizing the multifunctional  binders and modifying separators to 
enhance the cyclic stability; (8) optimizing the electrolyte, for example using high concentration or 
localized high concentration electrolytes, introducing electrolyte additives and developing quasi- or all-
solid-state electrolytes to mitigate the dissolution issue.  

4.2 Development of advanced characterization techniques

To further increase the specific capacity of the organosulfur cathodes there are several key factors that 
deserve more attentions: (1) How does the molecular structure of the organosulfur cathode determining the 
electrochemical performances? (2) What is the charge storage mechanism for those electrode materials with 
complex molecular structure? (3) How stable the sulfur is bonded to the organic backbone? (4) Does the 
designed special molecular structure can effectively suppress the polysulfide shuttling effect? The answers 
will provide valuable information for designing and synthesizing new organosulfur cathodes as well as 
improving their overall performance. The development of characterization techniques for structural and 
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mechanism studies of organic materials have been quite successful in providing new tools. For example, 
FT-IR analysis combined with NMR spectroscopy (1H, 7Li and 13C) are widely used for determining the 
molecular structure since these techniques can directly identify various organic function groups. Raman 
spectroscopy provides information about other type of vibrational modes of the species and the 
identification of certain chemical bonds. The viability of Raman spectroscopy for detecting S-S bond in the 
organosulfur compounds has been demonstrated in previous studies. Moreover, XPS can precisely confirm 
the cleavage/recombination of the disulfide bonds. Unfortunately, the conventional XPS technique using 
lab x-ray source can only provide the information with limited probing depth (several nanometers). 
Therefore, it is essential to develop advanced characterization techniques which can provide comprehensive 
information about the charge storage mechanism and structure of organic sulfur electrode materials. 
Synchrotron-based x-ray techniques are powerful tools for studying structure evolution, charge storage 
mechanism as well as performance degradation mechanism of the electrode materials.125, 126 Although 
synchrotron x-ray techniques have been widely utilized for inorganic cathode material research, only 
limited studies have been reported on organic cathode materials. Therefore, introducing synchrotron-based 
x-ray techniques will help us to gain in-depth understanding of structure and redox mechanism of organic 
sulfur electrodes. X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) is an elementally selective technique to probe the 
atomic arrangement ad electronic structure of materials such as valence state and site symmetry of the 
absorbing atoms. Soft XAS technique (<3 KeV) has been applied to study the light elements such as C, N, 
O and S, which are the major elements in organic materials. A successful example was demonstrated by 
Shadike et al. in Yang’s group,46  revealing the charge compensation mechanism of TPQD organodisulfide 
cathode using S K-edge XAS as shown in Fig. 12a. In S K-edge XAS spectra, typical features of S=C π*, 
S-S σ* and S-C σ* bonds are clearly distinguished. Based on the changes in the peak intensity, it can be 
concluded that S=C groups in TPQD are not involved in the charge storage process. The capacity is mainly 
attributed to the breakage and reformation of disulfide bonds during lithiation and delithiation process, 
respectively. Pair distribution function (PDF) analysis is another important characterization tool for 
understanding the structure evolution of organic materials especially for those having poor crystallinity. 
PDF, as a total scattering technique, including both Bragg scattering and diffuse scattering, has the 
capability to probe both crystalline phase and amorphous phase. The position of PDF peak corresponds to 
the bond length of atomic pair and the intensity relates to the relative abundance of these pairs.127 As shown 
in Fig. 12b, lengths of S-S, C=O, C-S and C-C/C=C bonds in TPQD cathode are directly probed by PDF.46  
In addition, bonding pattern of sulfur in PTCDA-PAN-S composite and activation mechanism of this sulfur 
rich polymer are also studied using PDF.128 Connection of sulfur with polymer backbone through C-S and 
O-S bonds as well as the existence of disulfide S-S bond in the pristine structure are proved by PDF data 
shown in Fig. 12c. More interestingly, breakage of some of S-O bonds and formation of more S-S bond 
during activation cycle are suggested based on the intensities of S-S and S-O peaks before and after cycling 
(Fig. 12d-f). These results demonstrated that advanced characterization techniques such as XAS and PDF 
can not only confirm the structure of as-prepared organic sulfur materials, but also provide direct evidence 
for lithiation mechanism. In addition, spatial resolved 2D x-ray fluorescence mapping combined with XAS 
spectra is a good way in mapping the sulfur species distribution visually together with their valence states, 
not only on the electrode but also in the electrolyte.129 
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Figure 12. (a) S-K edge XAS spectra of TPQD electrodes at different state of charge. (b) PDF pattern of 
the as-prepared TPQD sample. Reproduced with permission.46 Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH. (c) PDF data 
of sulfur and CPAPN–S. Characteristic bonds and their corresponding PDF peaks are labeled. (d) PDF data 
of pristine and ex situ CPAPN–S electrodes in the first cycle, indicating that S–O, S–C, and S–S bond 
lengths generally increase during discharge and decrease during charge. (e) PDF data of charge-to-3 V 
electrode overlaid on the pristine data (without offset), showing the decrease of S–O peak and increase of 
S–S peak after first cycle. (f) A schematic illustration of the formation of chemical bonding stabilized 
carbon–small sulfur composite. Reproduced with permission.128 Copyright 2020, National Academy of 
Sciences.

4.3 Stabilization of the LMAs

For the application of organosulfur materials in Li-S batteries, the stability of Li metal anode (LMA) also 
needs to be considered. Electrolyte modification such as optimization of the electrolyte components and 
introducing SEI formation additives can regulate the uniform nucleation of lithium and further suppress 
formation of dendritic lithium. Utilization of localized high concentration electrolyte (LHCE) is a promising 
approach to form stable SEI layer since a large number of anion can enter the solvation shell to form LiF-
rich interface.130 Soluble organosulfur compounds can also be used as film forming electrolyte additive to 
reduce the electrolyte reactivity toward the LMAs. It was also found that 3D composite LMAs not only 
suppress the volume expansion of Li metal but also reduce the uneven local current density of the electrode, 
resulting in homogeneous Li stripping/plating behaviors.131, 132 

Overall, molecular designing of organic sulfur electrode with high sulfur loading and stable structure, in-
depth understanding of the relationship between structure and electrochemical performance as well as 
developing novel approaches to enable safe and stable operation are all important and more efforts are still 
needed in the future. These are essential to promote development of organosulfur materials for the next 
generation of rechargeable batteries.
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